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We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVDs.

IDEM

On David Blaine‚s Magic Man TV Special he makes
initials mysteriously appear on his arm after
rubbing ashes over his arm. This tool allows you to
make this effect happen anytime, anywhere.With
this handy accessory, you can now perform the
"ashes on the arm" effect not only very easily, but
almost impromptu. It also opens up a wide range
of effects not previously possible. This method is
the most simple and practical available and will
produce sharp and clear messages on your arm or
hand. This is not limited to just ashes, other
powders such as sugar, coffee, pepper etc., will
make the message develop!
Special offer ... only £12.00 (n.r.p.£16.50)

PRODUCTION DONUTS

BACK IN STOCK AT LAST, DO NUT! MISS OUT, ORDER
YOURS NOW Each donut is hand turned and hand
painted and drizzled with icing. Sadly, the photo does
not do justice to the vibrant colours and natural look of
these great production items. They squeeze down to a
small ball yet they pop open immediately for a startling
production. Great comedy item. May be vanished just
as easily. We are sure you will come up with your own
great ideas such as Multiplying donuts; Colour
changing donuts; use in a chick pan; Floating donut
(these are super light-weight sponge); as a finale to
your sponge ball routine and much more.
Also, the production or vanish used as a running
gag is great fun ... £6.00

Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major cradit cards

IT’S ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS
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STOP PRESS
YOUNG MAGICIAN
OF THE YEAR TICKETS
Twenty five young magicians (twentytwo members of YMC) have put their
names forward for The Young Magician
of the Year 2007 and will be competing
for a place in the Final when the Heats
take place on Sunday 15th April. These
are being held at The Centre for The
Magic Arts, Stephenson Way London
NW1 and will commence at 10.30 a.m.
Tickets are £5 and the Box Office is now
open on 020 7387 2222, between 9a.m.
and 5 p.m., Monday to Friday.

I am very aware of members of the Young
Magicians Club who want to be professional
magicians when they leave school. However they
don’t seem to realise that a couple of GCSEs and
four years membership of YMC is not going to
get them prepared for the world of earning a
living and having a career.
My advice to those of you aiming at full time
magic is - stay in education till you have a
grounding in something that will help you either
in your magical future or get you a job if things
don’t turn out the way you hoped. Most
professional magicians out there had ‘real’ jobs
and careers before they decided to concentrate
on magic alone. Once that decision was made
they saved until they had a year’s salary put away
to live from and support them in their quest for
back to back magic bookings. That way there wasn’t total desperation and panic if things
weren’t as good as they’d planned. Building a reputation for full-time work takes years.
Having a Sunday lunch-time residency is not enough to keep you and, strangely, agents
aren’t waiting for you to arrive on the scene to offer you shed-loads of work!
There are some very important disciplines, besides good computer skills, which can help
you massively and which you can study full-time at school or college - these are business
studies and marketing. You need to be able to handle your money, you will be selfemployed, and you’ll need to be able to do your book-keeping and accounts. You’ll be
looking into pension plans (yes I know you are only ten now!), you have to pay National
Insurance and you have to prepare figures for the Inland Revenue. All these are essential!
Then you need to sell yourself! You need to be able to talk to potential bookers - but you
need to be in a position to find them in the first place. Meeting people whilst you are
performing at a close up gig is great - but you have to be ready for a follow-up a few days
afterwards and have the right patter to get the work. When there aren’t enough of these
leads you must be able to cold-call the right contacts and finding the right contacts is a
skill in itself. Design skills are useful too - building a web site, stationery, knowing the
methods of selling yourself are all important and you’ll find that the most successful
magicians have studied these assets to their business and that is what makes them stand
out from the rest.
So don’t leave school at sixteen and think that the world is going to welcome you with
open arms because it won’t. Put in the time on these essentials, whilst picking up enough
paid magic work to stop you having to serve behind the counter at McDonalds, and you’ll
be streets ahead of the game when you become the professional
magician you’ve set your heart on becoming in the future.
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Anne Robinson
Knows us!
It was pointed out to me that on Friday 9th March there was a
question on The Weakest Link that every one of you would be
able to answer.
Anne Robinson asked:
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editorial • mandy’s magic words
news • all the latest info
interview • juliana chen
interview • simply simon
trick • fingered
soapbox • your views
that blackpool bonanza • report
gala show • picture report
british championships • report
europrean close-up championship • report
international close-up • report
reviews • tricks, books and dvds
interview • nathan kranzo
member profile • david loosley
funny bunny • puzzle, humour

The Young Magicians Club was formed in 1996, to which
organisation does it belong?

LECTURE SEPREMO!

So - fame at last!

Congratulations to our YMC Team member, Ian Rowland, who
gave a superb lecture at the Blackpool Convention. He covered
both tricks and moves in less than an hour and with some great
comedy thrown in for good measure! It was just a shame that
the lecture didn’t start till after 10.30 p.m. so many people
missed it - there were still around 300 in the room though!

Succeed with the
Scouts in Sussex!
Scouting across the world is celebrating it’s 100th anniversary this
year. In the UK there are events and activities being organised for
the half a million members. East Sussex Scouts are looking to host
many events as well - a Celebration of Faith @ Worth Abbey, a
Charity Ball and thier own version of the Royal Variety
Performance -’Spotlight’.
Spotlight is to be held at the Royal Hippodrome Theatre in
Eastbourne on 22nd September 2007. It will be a gathering of
talent of mainly young people from across East Sussex, helping
celebrate the centenary of Scouting in a fun and positive way.
Fiona Adams, the producer is looking for a Magic act that would
be prepared to perform at the above show.
She would also be interested in close up performers who could
work in the foyer before the show begins and during the interval.
If you are interested please contact her at
spotlight@eastsussexscouts.org.uk, to discuss it further. As always
please ensure that you have your parent’s permission.

JON ARMSTRONG PRIZE COMPETITON WINNER
This was an amazingly popular competition, loads of people entered this time. Well done to all of you! The answer to
‘Which magician gave his name to the Olram Subtlety?’ was Ed Marlo (Olram is Marlo spelt backwards!)
Umar Nasser was the first name out of the hat so he will be receiving the DVD whilst Arthur Pitt was the next to be drawn and
he will get the lecture notes.
Don’t forget to enter this month’s competitions on pages 19 and 22!
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BRISTOL DAY OF MAGIC BE THERE!
The Bristol Day of Magic in Weston Super
Mare is now boasting the largest and best
one-Day Magic convention in the UK,
attracting world-class names in the magic
world. From close-up shows, to a day-time
one man show; from children’s lecture and a
full dealer’s hall to a glittering evening Gala
show this is a great first time convention for
those of you who’ve never been to one
before.
The day kicks off with an expert of the
children’s party circuit in the USA, Trixie
Bond, and there will be three FISM award
winners featured in the close-up and gala
shows - Norbert Ferre, David Stone from France and
Manuel Muerte from Germany. Marc Oberon will also be performing in the
close up show.
The wonderful John Lenahan will be romping through his one-man show too
and in the evening you’ll have a full theatre experience with ‘Spellbound’
featuring Alex Lodge, Scott Penrose, Keith Fields, Norbert Ferre, Romany and
the original stage illusions of Guy Barrett.
And that’s not all! There will be a one-hour junior workshop especially for you!
Stars of the convention will be coming along to talk to you and teach you
some of their particular skills. With the line up above you can be sure of some
special treats.

Meet Steve Dela Current Young
Magician of the Year!
Humberside Young
Magicians’ Workshop are
hosting a ‘Meet Steve Dela’
morning on Saturday 31st
March from 10.30am 1pm.
Steve, who is appearing in
the after-dinner theatre
show at Hull Magicians’
Circle Annual Dinner on
Friday 30th March, has
kindly agreed to talk, show
some of his magic and demonstrate some of his
original ideas to Humberside Young Magicians’ group
on Saturday 31st March. There will be items for sale
too. Any young magicians in the region are invited to
come along, accompanied by an adult, for this informal
event - and bring a trick or two!
There is no charge and light refreshments will be
available. It’s at
Hessle Town Hall, South Lane, Hessle, Nr Hull HU13
0RR (Map available via e-mail).
Contact Richard Morrell if you would like to attend.
Telephone 01482 375514 email rich@magician.org.uk

Registration forms can be found on the Bristol Society of Magic website
www.bristolsocietyofmagic.co.uk or phone Andy Mac 0117 9422449.

❚ Write Now!

APOLOGY

Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,
questions, comments, suggestions,

Back in December I completely forgot to tell you about the Christmas gift that
arrived with your magazine! We are indebted to Gordon Drayson who donated a
huge consignment of his own ‘53 on 1’ trick to the Young Magicians Club.

responses and ideas. Although we cannot
respond personally your letter may
appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’

This is a fun item and very useful to have in your pocket at any time. Those of you
who have joined YMC since December have received this as your ‘joining gift’ so
you haven’t lost out.

newsletter. All articles will automatically
be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard
Literary Award’ which is presented for the

Thanks Gordon from all of us here - and sorry you had to wait till Spring for the
mention!

best contribution by a YMC member.
Write to the Editor:

Workshop Dates 2007

Mandy Davis,
The Young Magicians Club,
The Centre for the Magic Arts,

APRIL 14
MAY 13 (Sunday - Bristol Day of Magic)
JUNE 16
JULY 21
SEPT 8
0CTOBER 21 (Sunday J-Day)
NOVEMBER 17

As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on pages three
and five). Please be sure to bring a packed
lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided
free), a deck of cards, notebook and a pen
as minimum requirements for the day.

Workshop fee £5.00

Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
or email us at
editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com
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Ali Bongo
and
Juliana Chen

It was a complete delight to meet world
champion magician Juliana Chen. No calls
to agents or managers to get an interview
granted - we met, by chance, in the
Winter Gardens, Blackpool, before the
convention started and she chatted away
non-stop, only to phone me from Athens
a week later to complete our interview what a true professional!
Juliana’s background was dance rather
than magic. Born in the People’s Republic
of China, she was selected for specialized
ballet training at the Hunan Academy for
Performing Arts when only ten years of
age, later moving on to acrobatics and
juggling. As a teenager, she toured
internationally with an acrobatic troupe
but still magic hadn’t come into her life.
“There were no magic books, videos or
DVDs in China when I started” Juliana
told me. “ But one day I was watching TV
when I saw a magician performing the
most beautiful manipulations and I
became hooked on his performance. I had
no idea who he was but later learned he
was Shimada, a famous Japanese
magician.”

Juliana continued to study and
performing acrobatics and ballet and
these skills were to become a mainstay of
the beauty of her act. Meanwhile she
started to see other magicians from backstage. Discovering she was
ambidexterous, she began practising with
cards and ping-pong balls. Four years
later she won the All-China Best Magician
competition.
Juliana applied for permission to study
English in Canada and worked in a
furniture store there, then started her
own graphics business. Two years later,
after winning a major international award
in Salt Lake City, Juliana became a full
time professional magician and, over the
next four years, she won numerous magic
competitions in Europe. Then in 1997,
she became the first woman, and first
magician of Chinese heritage, to win a
trophy from FISM.
Nowadays Juliana’s list of awards is
almost endless - from the Chavez
Memorial cup and National IBM trophies
to recognition by the Academy of Magic
Arts, Juliana has won them all, making
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her the most acclaimed female magician in
history.
Juliana also performs close up magic,
admiring Michael Ammar for his work in
this field. “People want close up these
days so I had to learn that too.”
I asked her which she considered more
important, performance or magic and her
answer was immediate. “Both are equally
important as I have found that people
watch and comment on my movement
and facial expressions as much as my
hands.
“My best advice to young magicians is that
It is very important to focus. Work hard
and practise but remember it’s more than
just skill - movement, facial expressions are
all equally important.”
Juliana is about to open a full time magic
show in Athens but she took time out to
perform and lecture at Blackpool. Her
performance was outstanding and her
lecture received a standing ovation - which
says it all.
MANDY DAVIS
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by Mandy Davis
Simon Lovell

Simon Lovell is over the moon! His one-man off-Broadway show
is now the longest-running of its kind in New York history. He
was bubbling with delight over this when we met up at the
convention.
“At last I’m earning steady money and have the lifestyle that I’ve
worked for all this time” he told me. And he was certainly
looking great - a lot better than he did when he came over here
in 2005.
Simon was born in Manchester but moved to America fourteen
years ago. His love of magic started at the age of four when his
grandfather, an excellent magician himself, showed him tricks
and encouraged him.
“When I was young it wasn’t easy to find magic, you had to
search people out and anything that was written down was in
badly produced manuscripts.”
Despite that Simon has a love of books and urges everyone to
read as much as possible about everything, not just magic personally he enjoys the older, pre-60s magic volumes rather
than the newer ones.
“Randy Wakeman Presents, anything by Harry Baron, Marlo,
Vernon - I much prefer the old rather than the new.”

His magical influences are far too many but he included Eric
Mason, Ken Brooke and Fred Robinson as particularly special to
him.
“And you have to be aware that everything in life influences your
magic. Remember, too, it’s about the performer more than the
performance. Your audience need to like you.”
When not working, Simon enjoys reading, movies and good food.
“Magic is my job so I don’t hang out with magicians all the time”
he told me.
Simon is the first to admit that he has been through dark times
with an almost fatal car accident which accelerated a destructive
drink and drug habit. But he’s delighted to say he’s now come out
of the tunnel and life is good again. The off-Broadway show is set
to run and run and his own magic books are still being bought by
magicians everywhere.
Finally I asked Simon if he had any advice for young magicians?
“Seek immediate psychological help if you want to be a
professional!” was his quick reply!
See next for a Simon Lovell classic.
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An original trick from
one of Blackpool’s
favourite magicians

fingered
by Simon Lovell
Simon Lovell has offered me one or two gems from his past
sets of lecture notes so this is an effect that has been around a
long while but maybe something you haven’t learned as yet.
Over to Simon:-

Fig. 1

This is one of those cute little quickies which, although very
easy to do, gets a huge reaction from the lay person. I nearly
always use it as an opener when working close up for money
and I really can’t give it a better personal recommendation than
that! The fact that the magic seems to happen right in the
spectator’s hand makes it really strong so ignore the method
and get down to what magic is all about - stunning the lay
public!

Fig. 2

❚ the effect
Our magical maniac attempts to get a chosen card to rise to
the top of the deck and fails as the wrong card appears. The
wrong card is placed onto the spectator’s hand with a finger
holding it down as El Magico fans out the deck face down. He
removes one card from the centre of the deck and asks the
spectator which card he/she thinks he/she is holding. Whatever
the answer, the magician turns over the card he is holding to
reveal the card that the spectator thought was under his/her
finger! The spectator turns over the card in his hand to find his
original chosen card!

❚ method
Well I’m sure that nearly everybody is way ahead of me by now
in terms of the handling BUT remember it’s the final effect, and
not the amount of sleight of hand you can squash in, that
counts.
As a card is being chosen tell the spectator that you are going
to do the fastest trick in magic. Have the card returned to the
deck and control it to the top (using any simple control, see
mine below). Now ask the spectator to hold out one hand with
a finger pointing down above it from the other hand. Fig. 1
shows how you want it to look.
Now do a double turn (double lift) to show the wrong card.
When the spectator tell you it’s not the chosen card, turn it face
down and deal the single (chosen) card onto his/her palm and
ask for a finger to be put on it. Fig. 2 shows the final position.
Cut the pack holding a break between the two halves and start
to fan out the deck mumbling: ‘Well it must be in here
somewhere.’ Fan through the deck, keeping your break and
remove the face down card BELOW your break. This will be the

card the spectator thinks they’ve got their finger on. Say
“Which card do you think I’ve got here?” Whatever the reply
you say ‘No, I’VE got the ...... of ...... - the card you thought you
had your finger on! Perhaps you’d better have a look!’
Let the spectator turn over the card in his/her hand and wait for
the stunned reaction which will follow. The final effect is way
beyond the means used to achieve it and your reputation as a
great cardician will soar!

Meanwhile:
Simon’s Simple Card Control
Although I call this a simple control it is actually the one I use
most of the time. Magicians may poo poo it but I work for the
paying public not for fading fuddy duddies who’s idea of joy is
knowing 345 ways to double lift without any of them looking
realistically like a single card! Have a card chosen and lift off
about half the deck for its return. As you close up the deck keep
your little finger break (inside) above the chosen card. Ask the
spectator to hold out one of their hands and cut about half the
cards above the break onto it. Now cut all the cards above the
break onto the pile in their hand, finally dropping the rest of the
deck on top. As you do this say: ‘A couple of quick cuts...’ Pick
up the deck and riffle shuffle it leaving the chosen card on top
saying “... and a wee shuffle.” It’s very easy to leave the chosen
card on top doing a riffle shuffle as all you do is cut a thicker
section from the top of the deck so that when you shuffle the
chosen card will fall last and therefore on top of the deck.”
Thanks Simon!
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by Ben Kahan
and both Derren and the member were seated across from each
other at a table where a camera was held above and the trick
was displayed on a screen behind them. They both held in their
hands five cards - one of each ESP card. He proceeded to
“hypnotise” the spectator into choosing an order in which to
put these cards and then to lay them on the table. Derren did
the same and, when they turned the cards over again, they were
in exactly the same order. This impressed the entire audience
and there were many gasps from both magicians and the lay
spectators.
All in all it was a fantastic experience, where all the spectators
were fooled by Derren Brown’s awe inspiring performance and
unfathomable tricks.

Derren Brown is one of the world’s biggest names in magic. I
went to see his “Something Wicked This Way Comes” tour at
the Cambridge Theatre in London and the production furthered
my admiration for this man. He presents himself innocently;
assuring his audience that none of what he will be doing in his
show is “magic”. Contrary to how most magicians act, this just
advances the spectators’ wonderment when he performs
unbelievable miracles openly.
One of the ways in which he impresses his audience is that for
almost every trick he executes, he selects a spectator. The way he
does this is completely random (throwing a stuffed toy to an
audience member, and letting them throw it to someone else and
so on), which extinguishes any doubt that there are any stooges
or acting taking place in the show. This also increases our awe of
him when he produces fantastic magical feats with volunteers.
His tricks are phenomenal, not just the tricks but the way he
presents them. For example, he kept the entire audience on edge
when a volunteer came up to measure his heartbeat and tap it
on a drum while Derren’s head was enclosed in a see-through
plastic bag. The heartbeat decreased until the woman could not
feel it at all. Derren proceeded to walk on top of a sea of broken
glass and feel nothing. This, on its own, may not have been a
very good trick but the production was very impressive and the
way he kept each and every spectator’s attention was
astounding.
Another trick requiring a spectator was an ESP (Extra Sensory
Perception) trick. For those not accustomed to ESP, he explained
to the audience how it involved a deck made up of sets of five
cards, each showing a different picture - three wavy lines, a circle,
a triangle, a square and a star. An audience member was picked

All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!
For more information and to keep
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really
should be on the
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.
IT’S FREE
Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN
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Until you have visited the Blackpool Magic
convention you cannot have any idea just
how amazing it really is!
All the events take place under one roof the Winter Gardens, a venue with huge
interlocking halls for dealers, several bars,
a coffee shop where you can watch the
world go by and many upstairs rooms for
lectures and close up events. The theatre
alone seats almost 3000 which is why, this
year, not all the convention goers were
able to attend the gala show. There were
in fact, 3800 magic enthusiasts who had
descended on Blackpool for a good time and they really partied!

There were far too many lectures to
mention and far too many for any one
person to attend. For me the best magic
was to be seen in the competitions and
the shows so those are the events I am
bringing to you this
year - both in words
and in pictures.

I do hope you enjoy this wander through
the largest magic convention in the world.
I know that the YMC members who were
there had a brilliant time - maybe next year
that will include you?

Ian Rowland

Henry Evans

Losander

Gregory Wilson

Mark Oberon

Jay Sankey

Michael Rubenste
in
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ia Petrosyan
Sos And Victor

Die Zauderer

Nestor Hato

Juliana Chen
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Marc Metral

or Hato

Losander

Frank Truong

Shimshi
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Stuart Brown

High Jinx

Alec Powell

Romany

Reflections

Keelan Leyser

Joe Ray

Page 12

This year’s X-Factor style competition was
particularly long with thirteen entrants and
comments from the judges along the way.
There were three junior acts and they were
all very good indeed. These were High Jinx,
Joe Ray and Josh Miller. All three will be
competing in the Young Magician of the
Year this month and we wish them well.
Joe won the Junior category of the
Blackpool competition.
High Jinx opened with Siobhan Jordan
who, in dressing gown and slippers,
wandered among the props on stage and
vanished some balls in a box before
performing a sub trunk to bring her
brother Michael onto the stage. They
ended with a packing case illusion and
the appearance of a giant wand which
they carried offstage. The judges disliked
their face microphones and felt the
opening was too slow but they also said
that it was a first class act!
Stuart Brown won the Manipulation
category with a fairly classic act of silks
and cards using standard and giant
sizes.There was an Animated Hanky
sequence and a ‘Streamers from Dove
Pan’ finale. Here the judges felt that
the act should’ve been entered into
the general magic category and also
that Stuart needed to be relaxed;
however this act won the
Manipulation category.
The next act, Atmosfear, opened
with a very elderly couple shuffling
their way onto the stage to stand at
a bus stop. This became very useful
for a levitation and was followed by
a sub trunk which revealed
Atmosfear without their masks - a
young couple who continued with
a full head and body twister and a
small pyramid illusion with
costume changes. The judges felt
that this was a good act for lay
people but It was suggested that
they should do more as the old
couple. Atmosfear won the
Illusion category.
Keelan Leyser and Charlotte
Marie won both the General
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Magic category and the top prize of the
Grand Prix Trophy. Their quick change act
was immaculate as they moved and danced
expertly throughout the act. Keelan
changed from one suit to another, before
performing a snowstorm effect using rose
petals, the first of several quick magic
effects. All the judges thought the act was
fabulous.
Prior to the interval the ever funny M.C.,
Tony Stevens, presented a gag with a giant
water casket. To the delight of the audience
he was locked inside it - to emerge when
the curtains were raised after the break!
Reflections was the second manipulation
act featuring appearing and vanishing
candles, silk fountain, card manipulations
and glitter balls which got larger and larger
- ending with the production of an
assistant. The judges did not endear
themselves to the audience who booed
when it was said that the performer needed
to lose weight!
Andrew Green, illusionist, had a very
atmospheric act with a lot of excellent
dance to enhance the magic. He used a
shadow box to produce a girl. Then
appearing and vanishing candles, as well as
a Silk to Rose effect, led to an operatic aria
and the first of the evening’s fan
suspensions followed by a sub trunk finale.
This was considered a good act by some of
the judges but it was suggested that the act
should finish with the fan and not the
trunk.
Romany was escorted by two male
assistants - champion magician Roy
Davenport and the funniest of mentalists,
John Archer, both wearing tuxedos and
dancing onto the stage. Two spectators
helped with Miser’s Dream, then a long
sash was tied between two stands with
giant feather fans for a Cut and Restored
effect. Romany then launched into her
signature treatment of Coins Across using
the spectators to support her as she
swooned between them in her efforts to
make the magic work! She ended with the
production of a bottle of champagne. One
of the judges declared Romany to be ‘a lady
who can put the capital ‘E’ into
Entertainment’.
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Alec Powell was awarded both the
Comedy prize and the Ken Dodd award.
The act lasted twenty-eight minutes
which was far too long. He had some
great ideas such as a Zombie routine in
which it was his wig which levitated and
not the ball under the cloth! He used
some good and pertinent lines referring
to events at the convention and the act
included a disabled assistant who had
returned for revenge, a Dippy Duck
routine and a Hypnotised Rabbit, as well
as some levitating shoes, a traffic speed
camera and a cannon!
Joe Ray opened with card scaling and
multiple coin productions enhanced by
the tinkling sounds of a coin ladder. This
was followed by card manipulations and
single card productions, all faultlessly
executed. A velvet bag of coins was used
for a zombie routine. The act ended with
the reproducing of Joe’s hat and cane.
The judges all agreed that it was a lovely
act, very beautiful.
There were some special guest acts
during the very long evening and to
close the second half was Die Zauderer
from Germany - totally original in their
presentation and my highlight of the
weekend. Three knights in full armour
made all sorts of things happen - always
very original and with a twist in the tale.
The visors on their helmets went up and
down unaided in time to the music and
their armour creaked as they moved.
Everything they did was funny and/or
magical and different. A plastic sword
became a flute then all the swords made
the sounds of Indian musical
instruments. There were some nesting
vacuum cleaners too and a vanished silk
which reappeared to the sound of birds
flying overhead. Everything thry did was
simple and direct but very funny.
After the interval Mist was the final act
in the Illusions category. Their opening
was very unusual, a combination of a
shadow box and video footage as we
saw a guy apparently struggling inside
the box and then breaking out, half
inside on the screen and half outside
emerging in reality. The act continued
with a floating lady illusion and then a

transparent trunk was uncovered to reveal
a girl inside it. The guy leaped onto the
top of it for a sub trunk effect but
although the girl changed places with
him initially, he had vanished and MC
Tony Stevens, plus another girl, were
sealed inside instead. Finally we saw the
vanish of several members of the
audience Sadly, due to the lighting and
the angle of my seat, I was able to
watch the people inside and saw what
happened to them!
David Allen performed the comedy act
that he’d done for us in the 2006 JDay gala show. He performed
ventriloquism as well as magic with a
live duck which was eventually fired
from a cannon! The judges felt this
was a great idea but needed more
business and quite a bit of work.
It was almost midnight when the last
junior magician got to perform. Josh
Miller’s act was lively and his smile
was constant as he romped through
Linking Rings, Silk to Rose, Dancing
Cane, Dream Bags and a Dove Pan
streamer finale. The judges agreed
that they had seen three excellent
junior performers during the
evening.
The final act was James Long who
had entered the general category
but used several illusions, some
cards manipulations and another
fan levitation. The judges felt that
this had been the best fan illusion
of the night and that the act
should’ve been in the illusion
category.
The final guest act, at almost 1
a.m., was Sos & Victoria
Petrosyan who performed an
unusual shared Dancing Cane
routine with the cane going
from one performer to another
often without apparent
preparation. This was different
and brought to an end a very
long but professional
competition.
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This close up competition always takes place in three rooms with
the judges sitting in the largest one; spectators also have the
benefit of a large screen. I was sitting in the innermost room
which meant a different running order and sometimes different
magic.

Jerome Burgeon - Winner

Steve Evans opened by producing an elephant - a small plastic
one - followed by a bottle of champagne. The fun continued as
two spectators were involved in a card trick which ended, after
loads of laughs, when the entire deck fell from the bottom of its
box leaving just the selection inside!
James Brown had cards which were merely thought of, then
found under their box on the table. He started a coin routine
with a muscle pass and included finding the coin on a spectator’s
shoulder and under his watch.
Mark Shortland opened with a super gag about being under
pressure. He changed different coloured pens to black ones
before performing a psychometry effect, recognising drawings
made by various volunteers. He ended with an Ambitious card
routine with various phases. Again humour was the key and
Mark came third in the competition.
Martin Cox also opened with a gag - this time involving a
balloon. He performed well with cards then with coins - three of
them amusingly named Penny, Dollar and Michelle!
Jerome Burgeon from France performed as a character like Harry
Potter. The act was performed to magical music. From a large
suitcase he removed a wand and a large old book which
suddenly became a miniature one. He then sat at a table to
perform a cups and balls routine. At one point there were four
cups and the book moved by itself across the table. The act
ended as Jerome walked from the table with the book which
became large again. He was the deserved winner of this close up
Championship.

Olmac - 2nd Place

- 3rd Place
Mark Shortland
Melanie Partner

Steve Evans

Marcus Taylor

Marcus Taylor is a very young man who opened his act with
some work using small crochet balls which appeared and
disappeared in his fists and his pockets. He also worked with
cards but ended when the complete deck was shown to be
blank!
Mel Partner was the only female in the competition. Her Cut and
Restored rope routine involved patter about magicians’ assistants
being sawn in half. She continued with four cards being selected
and all proved to be Aces. These then turned over one by one in
Mel’s hand before being shown as four Queens. A selected card
was then used for a torn and restored effect using flash paper.
Olmac was also from France. He had performed a routine to
music for the judges and also in the second room but had
decided not to reset for us; instead he offered us ‘something
different’ which turned out to be card work. His act in the other
rooms won him second place in the competition.

Martin Cox

James Brown
It was a tough competition but all did well.
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This year the organisers of the Blackpool
convention concentrated as much on close
up performance as on stage. So there were
also two days of close up shows. I was in
the VIP room both times so my report will
cover the acts as they appeared there.
Henry Evans from Argentina had a lovely
manner with both the audience and his
volunteer.opened with ‘the fastest cards
from box in the world’ and followed this
by simply dropping the deck onto the table
where the colour of the backs changed on
impact.

been told about this show and took ages
to appear. In spite of this he had lots of
brilliant banter and worked with a
borrowed deck of cards in his usual fast
and furious style.

Coins disappeared and reappeared, always
ending back inside a purse frame. He also
used a tuning fork and a glass as well as a
small globe of the world to enhance this
master display of coin work.

On the following afternoon David Roth
started the show with his superb handling
of three half dollars and a portable ‘hole’.

Aldo Colombini performed a routine with
two differently coloured ropes which
linked and unlinked in a spectator’s hand.
Finally twelve cards were selected by
twelve spectators and found one by one in
different ways.
Simon Lovell gave us a very relaxed
performance using cards and singing as
Pavarotti’s voicemail (as only Simon could!)

Jay Sankey is a huge favourite. He used
four Queens for a version of Cannibal
Cards followed by some silent coin work.
Losander took us on a very magical
journey with a salt vanish and
reappearance. He continued with a Thumb
Tie before ending with his marvellous
signature Floating Table.

David Roth
Aaron Fisher And Nathan Kranzo

Our own Ian Rowland was very
enthusiastic as he changed the face of a
card to that of a previously selected one.
He ended by transforming a selected card
into one which had a swan cut into it, one
of Ian’s special hand-made cards, which
was given out as a souvenir.
Marc Oberon performed his awardwinning act in which golden balls
appeared and disappeared to music, finally
becoming an Oscar statuette. Marc then
gave a demonstration of ‘Any Card Called
For’ before going back to the music working with coins before his final
productions of larger and larger golden
keys.
Jupiter started with music and card scaling
before producing coins for matrix-type
effects. He joined and unjoined some
pieces of rope, then it was back to the
matrix and the production of so many
large coins from under the cards that the
table was covered.

Shimshi, a house magician from the
Mirage hotel, Las Vegas, performed the
tricks he had explained in his midnight
lecture on the first night of the
convention: a haunted deck effect, causing
a selected card to jump out onto the table,
and a ‘Ten becomes Thirteen, then Twenty’
cards across routine; he ended with some
spoon bending.
Randy Wakeman, another legend of close
up magic, helped a spectator to cut to the
four Aces. Then a thought-of card was cut
to and used to change the rest of the deck
to match its odd back..
Aaron Fisher had Aces which jumped from
different parts of the deck to be found on
top. A selected card was found face up,
then the whole deck was shown to be
face up too. After various tricks, the whole
deck was shown to be in new deck order
even though we’d seen that it had been
previously shuffled.

Randy Wakeman

Nathan Kranzo performed Three Fly before
using a ‘Voodoo’ card - whatever
happened to it, the same happened to a
selected card inside the card box. After his
final effect, Nathan celebrated with a party
popper!

Dan Garrett

David Shimshi

Michael Rubenstein worked with coins too.
Coins Across was followed by Coins
Through Table and then some copper/silver
transpositions before all vanished to
reappear in a purse.

Dan Garrett ended the close up at this
year’s convention with some ring and rope
effects using a borrowed ring. He ended
with a double Torn and Restored card.
We had been treated to some of the top
close up performers in the world over two
days and it was great to watch these
experts at work. Who will be next year’s
performers? Can’t wait!

The final performer that afternoon was
Gregory Wilson who apparently had not
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

Prohibition
Jeff Pierce

★★

DVD $24.95
(plus p&p) vi
a PayPal
from www.je
ffpiercemag
ic.com.
Emailjeffpie
rcemagic@ao
l.com

Intermediate skills

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
This effect is that a bottle cap is
bent, shaken in a bottle, then
removed and passed through the
bottom of the bottle. Without
question it is an eye-popping effect.
The bottle may be borrowed.

Value for mo
ney?

9/10

8/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the p
ractice?

9/10

Oh - there is one other thing you’ll
need: a PK ring (or a neodymium
magnet under your own ring). I don’t think I’m giving
much away by saying that the method is basically the one that has been used for
various Cap in Bottle effects for several years (such as Nicholas Night’s Enigma which
used a modified Sanada gimmick). What’s different is the handling which allows you to
show the cap, slap the bottom of the bottle and show your hand empty as you display
the cap in the bottle.
The production on the video, featuring a magician named Charlie Justice, is excellent.
There are four variants of the trick shown on the video, and several on-site performances.
My only reservation is that for the best working of the effect, Charlie recommends wearing
your ring on the middle finger of the hand, rather far up the finger - almost at the first
knuckle. That looked strange to me, when I saw the effect demonstrated, and I don’t know
of an easy solution.
However this is an excellent effect.

Sudden Deck II
David Regal

8/10

David Regal is a very clever fellow. Aside from an excellent set of
videos and three books-worth of his magic, David puts out some
lovely tricks and this is one of them. The effect, which he
performed at the last MacMillan International Magic convention,
is that the magician shows a flat, unprinted card case explaining
that this is what a card box looks like before it goes through the
production process. The blank case suddenly prints a full Bicycle imprint upon it. When
assembled into a box form the magician opens it and removes a full pack of cards.

nds?

ur frie
9/10 Amaze yo
ractice?
Worth the p

Intermediate skills

❚ reviewed by Matthew Field

e from
uding postag
£21.00 incl
at
Davenports
o.uk
portsmagic.c
en
www.dav

ney?
Value for mo

★★

8/10

What a great way to open a card act! There are two effects, the printing of the box and the
appearance of the deck, and both are dramatic and surprising.
The method is not quite self-working but it is almost so - it’s very easy to do. The package
comes with both blue and red gaffs, with some blanks too, and well-written and illustrated
instructions.
What was that word I used above? Clever!
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Mona Lisa’s Secret
❚ reviewed by Mandy Davis
postage
inclusive of
Trick £16.00
e
ard-shark.d
from www.c

ney?
Value for mo

It is almost unheard of for me to perform a packet trick yet this
one had so much appeal I was determined to learn it. It is rare
that I’ll ever review a trick - yet here I am doing just that.

8/10
nds?

ur frie
9/10 Amaze yo
ractice?
Worth the p

★
Basic skills

9/10

This is a lovely story type effect with some super borderless
cards portraying works of art. You show four different
paintings one at a time and then ask your spectators to tell
you which was the fake - then you prove that it was the
Mona Lisa as she is now holding a Bicycle backed playing
card! When you reveal its face also printed on the painting,
it matches a previously selected card!
This needs one double lift during the performance but there is so much to talk about and
distract the spectator that even the worst of its kind can be used effectively!

Card-Shark.de also make many different gaffed cards so they are people worth knowing.

COMPETITION

FANTASTIC FANTASMA!

Those amazing guys at Fantasma Magic have come up trumps again! They have sent the ‘Secrets’ offices the most amazing collection of
magic for us to give away to you -absolutely free!
All these products are enchanting to look at and beautifully made so all you have to do is enter as you can’t win anything unless you do.
I’m not even going to tell you what we have - it’s going to be a lucky dip. However you can be sure it’s going to be worthwhile - so just
write or email me, before 8th May 2007, and answer this question:
Which famous company is joining forces with Fanasma in the very near future for some exciting new products.

NATHAN KRANZO A QUICK Q & A SESSION
Where do you come from and
where are you based now?
I was born in Deerborn,
Michigan and I now live in
Flushing, Michigan. I have one
brother and one sister. I now
live with my lovely wife
Heather.
At what age did you start
magic?
I was fifteen and bored in
English class!
In the beginning which were your favourite books?
My favorite book was Bobo’s Coin Magic and The Collected
Almanac by Richard Kaufman.
And which are your favourites now?
My favorites now are books by Barrie Richardson, DVD’s by David

Williamson, any book by Robert Cassidy,
Eric Mead, Jim Steinmeyer and many others.
What do you consider your greatest magical achievements?
I pay my mortgage!
Who have been your magical influences?
Paul Harris, Eric Mead, Al Koran, Graham Jolly, Robert Cassidy,
Michael Weber, Max Maven and lots of friends.
Do you have interests which have helped your magic performance?
Yes - I love to play music and have done so since I was 10. It
taught me discipline early on and also taught me that anything is
possible with practice.
What advice can you give to YMC members?
Do as much magic for real people as possible. The real audience
will let you know if they enjoy your performance. Establishing
rapport and a connection with your audience is so much better
than having a perfect pass!
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David Loosley
Favourite record/CD?
The Hardest Way to
Make an Easy Living The Streets.
Favourite magicians?
Penn and Teller - a big
influence in my magic.
Rudy Coby. - because
he is fun to watch.
What kind of magic do
you like best?
Stage and comedy
because I love to
perform on stage to a
large audience and
enjoy working to
music.
What do you enjoy
most about ‘Secrets’?
Ali Bongo’s puzzles
and stories about other
members of the club.
Favourite magic on TV?
Max Magic and Secret
World of Magic.

David Loosley (with his assistant Joe Derrington) reached third
place in the 2006 J-Day competition. He also became the first
ever winner of the Kaymar Komedy cup and the Peter McCahon
Originality trophy.
Age? 17.
Current home?
Worcester Park, Surrey.
Joined the Young Magicians Club?
December 2000.
Hobbies?
Magic, drums, buying tricks.
Favourite magic book?
Legacy by Dave Campbell.
Favourite non-magic book?
Harry Potter 1.

Favourite magic stores?
Davenports, International Magic, The Magic Cave.
If you had your own TV chat show and could interview any
three people - real or fictitious, dead or alive - who would they
be? I would like to interview Penn and Teller for tips and hints
for my Magic; Mac King because I would love to see his Las
Vegas show; and Joe Pasquale because he only has to walk
on stage to make me laugh.
Tips for anyone starting in magic?
Start off with a good book and slowly work from there. Join a
magc club and most importantly: PRACTICE, PRACTICE,
PRACTICE.
People I would like to thank in magic?
Mandy, and everyone at the YMC, for all their help and
advice and my parents and cousins for putting up with my
magic and giving me advice.
Also I must thank Joe for putting up with being shot with the
‘BB’ gun!

Favourite film? Casino.
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magicbox
MASSIVE DVD SALE
MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99
GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50
FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST
AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335
www.magicbox.uk.com

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

The Bristol Society of Magic’s Annual Convention
on Sunday 13th May
at the Winter Gardens, Weston-super-mare.
The programme includes magic lectures, close-up,
children’s magic, dealer’s hall and an
evening gala show at the nearby Playhouse Theatre.

01522 525353

Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

Featured artists include Norbert Ferre
and David Stone from France, plus
Guy Barrett, Scott Penrose,
Trixie Bond from the USA,
Marc Oberon,
Keith Fields, Alex Lodge,
Manuel Muerte from Germany,
Romany and the
John Lenahan ‘One Man Show’.

To register please contact
Andy Mac
at andy@andyjmac.com, by post to:
Andy Mac, 8 Nottingham Road,
Bishopston, Bristol, BS7 9DH,
Tel 0117 942 2449
You can download registration form from
www.bristolmagic.co.uk/dom.php
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LAST ISSUE
Answers
PUZZLETIME
The answer is that the letters represent a
computer keyboard top line of alphabet printed
backwards; so the missing ones were:
OUTEQ
Rearrange these and you have the word
‘QUOTE’.
SNOW
The word ‘snow’ was written and one letter was
added to make a new word?
The letter was ‘e’ but you needed to turn the
word upside down first - giving you ‘mouse’!

£25
CASH
PRIZE

Can you find the answers to the puzzle below?
First correct answer out of the hat wins!
Email or write by, 8th May 2007,
to Mandy - addresses on page 5!

PUZZLE PICTURES
From left to right:
1066 (King Harold and arrow in eye)
21 (was considered time when you got the
‘key of the door’
76 (trombones - a song from the musical
‘The Music Man’)
13 (picture shows other unlucky symbols)
88 (bingo call is ‘two fat ladies - 88!’)
16 (sweet 16)
101 (dalmations - but you knew that!)
3 (little pigs)
366 (leap year)
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